Regional heterogeneity of electrophysiological properties within the human ventricular wall is based on changes in ion channel kinetics and densities. This leads to a dispersion of repolarization, which causes the positive 7 wave in the ECG. Due to genetic defects, diseases, or drugs, which causes e.g. long-QT syndrome, the physiological hetemgeneouspmperties get out of tune.
Introduction
Heterogeneity of ion channel expression is present in mammalian myocardium [I] . Three populations of cell types can be distinguished: endocardial, mid-myocardial (M). and epicardial cells. They differ with regard to their electrophysiology, response to pharmacologic agents, and in expression of pathology. M cells are located in the deep subendocardium in the human left ventricular free wall.
The electrical heterogeneity of these three cell types is characterized by variations of the density and kinetics of the transient outward potassium current I,,, the slow-delayed rectifier potassium current I K~. the potassium inward rectifier current I,,, the late component of the sodium current I N~, L , and the sodium-calcium exchanger I N~c~.
This leads transmural to different action potential durations
(APD) and thereby to a dispersion of repolarization inside the ventricular wall, which is the cause for the positive T wave in the electrocardiogram (ECG). The complex interaction of the heterogeneous characteristics can be disturbed by genetic defects, diseases, or drugs.
One of the most investigated pathologies due to genetic defect is the long-QT syndrome (LQTS). It is caused by a change in the dispersion of ventricular repolarization and is characterized by changes in the morphology of the ECG during the QT interval and the T wave [I] . The QT interval is always extended and the T wave is broadened and enlarged in amplitude in some cases. The aim of this work is to investigate the mechanisms and effects of these three types of LQTS in a realistic model of the human myocardium by assessing single cell simulations and transmural ECGs of coupled cells using detailed modeling of the electrophysiology. The underlying anatomical structure of this model is a virtual left ventricular wedge preparation with surrounding bath medium (see fig. 2A ). The model consists of 11621342134 voxels with a side length of 0.2 mm pre voxel. The orientation of muscle fibers is included using human measurement data [9] . variation of the helix angle from endocardial (55") via midmyocardial (0') to epicardial myocardium (-75") leading to a anisotropic electrical behavior.
The excitation of the ventricular wall model is initiated at the subendocardial myocardium by applying pointwise intracellular currents. The application of current starts at apical points modeling myocytes with connections to Purkinje fibers and wanders basal.
The two electrodes for calculating the transmural ECG on basis of the gradient of the extracellular potential are placed in the bath medium in the center of the model near to the endo-and epicardium, resp..
Results
Fig . 2 illustrates the result of a simulation of the physiological excitation propagation in the heterogeneous model. The excitation starts at the endocardial side ( fig. 2C ) and spreads towards epicardium ( fig. 2D ). In fig. 2E all cells are in the repolarization phase 2 (plateau phase). The final repolarization starts both in endo-and epicardial areas and vanishes finally in the mid-myocardium (see fig. 2F ). The transmural ECG of this simulation is presented in fig. 1B . This coupled simulation and also single cell simulations are used to investigate the effects of the three presented types of LQTS in different stages of the genetic defect.
The effects of the LQTI syndrome are shown in fig. 3 . The reduction of g~. ,~~. leads to a prolongation of the APD in all three cell types. Other than in measurement data, the APD of the M cells is not increased in the same way as of endo-or epicardial cells. This is provoked by the homogeneously distributed I K~ as the remaining repolarization current. This is the reason why the APD of all three cell types is nearly the same for complete loss of I K~ function. These properties cause the change in polarization of the T wave in the transmural ECG ( fig. 3D ).
The differences between experimental and simulated reults can be that a genetic defect of IK. might also influence the properties of I K , or that an additional potassium current is activated due to the genetic defect of IK*. Both effects are not considered in this approach. Besides the varying amplitude of the T wave an increased duration of the QT interval caused by declining density of I K . channels and no widening of the T wave morphology is visible.
The reduction of I,, channel density as mechanism for the LQT2 syndrome lead in the uncoupled single cell simulations to a prolongation of the APD in all of the three cell types but mostly in M cells (see fig. 4A-C) . This is provoked by the heterogeneously distributed density of IK* as the remaining repolarization current (see fig. 1A ). In the transmural ECG ( fig. 4D ) an extension of the QT interval with an accompanying widening of theT wave andenlarged amplitude, which is caused by the increased APD in midmyocardial areas, is visible during decreasing density of I K~ channels. of the T wave ( fig. 5D ). Besides these effects the speed of the excitation propagation is reduced during increased inclusion of mutant IN^ channels. The reason for this is the reduced speed of the depolarization process due to the mutation. The widening of the signal in the ECG during depolarization is visible in fig. 5D .
Conclusion
The simulation results demonstrate the ionic mechanisms of the three most common LQTS in single cell studies and in a model of a human left ventricular wedge preparation.
The effects of the LQTS are presented in transmural ECGs. The morphology of the waveforms is comparable to measured data (see Gima and Rudy recently published similar simulations in a one-dimensional model of a guinea-pig with a simplified electrical heterogeneity [lo] . The novelty of our work was to characterize LQTS in a threedimensional anisotropic heterogeneous human model of the left ventricular myocardium using the bidomain approach.
In future, the models have to be enhanced to examine further pathologies. The advances in genetic research will provide the framework to describe genetic and other defects of cardiomyocytes. With such simulations one can predict electro-mechanical properties of diseased hearts that have not been measured yet. To obtain more realistic results for the clinical application, further human electrophysiological measurements has to be included in the models. The presented electrophysiological model can be combined with a mechanical model to achieve a fully coupled excitation-contraction model of the whole heart, if computer resources and the availability of measurement data will increase as it has in the past decades.
